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Are you looking for a high-energy, interactive presentation for your students? CREATE has designed a
variety of relevant talks for Elementary School, Secondary School and College students that blend humor,
powerful messaging and practical takeaways to ensure an unforgettable experience. Each presentation
indicates age appropriateness and is adjusted accordingly.

MATH THRU MUSIC
(GRADES 5-9)

Do you want to ignite a new passion for mathematics in your school? This energetic, 90-minute presentation
demonstrates just how much math effects everyone’s daily life. Using popular music, concepts such as integers,
fractions, percentages and algebra come to life. Kids see how DJing, wealth, dance, sports, music, business, and
technology are all rooted in math. Students leave with a new found respect for the lessons taught in their classrooms.

@MATHTHRUMUSIC

THE 21-DAY EMPATHY
C
HALLENGE
(GRADES 5-12)
A powerful, 70-minute, anti-bullying presentation that focuses on building empathy among peers. The assembly
launches a twenty-one day challenge where students perform small but meaningful daily tasks that positively
transform the culture of the school. The assembly addresses delicate subjects such as: racism, cyberbullying,
physical and emotional bullying, new immigrant issues, disabilities and more in a non-threatening yet extremely
memorable and effective way.

THE JOURNEY
(GRADES 5-12, COLLEGE)

A 70-minute leadership training that examines the talents and abilities already inside of everyone. Adults and
students alike are taken on an experiential journey where they look inward and then outward to identify specific
goals they want to accomplish in the upcoming year and beyond. Challenging negative habits and strengthening
positive mindsets, students will be encouraged to become the very best version of themselves. Topics covered
include: academic excellence, character development, relationships and more.

THE EARLY
E
NTREPRENEUR
(GRADES 7-12, COLLEGE)
A 70-minute presentation that challenges and empowers young people to take control of their financial destiny.
Teaching fundamental, entrepreneurial principles students will be inspired to start their own business. Topics
covered in this interactive assembly include: where to start, business plan development, financing, budgeting,
marketing and more. No matter a participant’s background; this talk is potentially life changing and opens up a
whole new world of possibilities.

THE 5/S DIFFERENCE
All of CREATE’S presentations are constructed based off of our unique 5-Sense (5/S) philosophy. 5/S
insists on the continual engagement of the five senses of participants during a presentation to fortify the
message. By captivating a student’s sight, sound, smell, taste and touch it ensures maximum impact
both during and after the event.
5/S ensures an unforgettable experience.
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